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Abstract
We start with a disk with 2n vertices along its boundary where pairs of vertices
are connected with n strips with certain restrictions. This forms a pairing. To re-
late two pairings, we define an operator called a cut-and-glue operation. We show
that this operation does not change an invariant of pairings known as the signa-
ture. Pairings with a signature of 0 are special because they are closely related to
a topological construction through cut and glue operations that have other applica-
tions in topology. We prove that all balanced pairings for a fixed n are connected
on a surface with any number of boundary components. As a topological appli-
cation, combined with works of Li, this shows that a properly embedded surface
induces a well-defined grading on the sutured monopole Floer homology defined by
Kronheimer and Mrowka.
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1 Introduction
Balanced sutured manifolds and sutured monopole Floer homology are important tools
in the study of 3-dimensional topology. Balanced sutured manifolds were first introduced
by Gabai [1] in 1983. They are a class of compact oriented 3-manifolds M together with
a closed oriented 1-submanifold γ Ă BM , called the suture, which divides the boundary
BM into two parts of equal Euler characteristics. Later, in 2010, Kronheimer and Mrowka
[2] constructed the sutured monopole Floer homology on it.
In 2019, Li [4] constructed a grading on the monopole Floer homology associated to
any properly embedded surface S ĂM with connected boundary.
Proposition 1.1 (Li, [4]). Suppose pM,γq is a balanced sutured manifold and S Ă M
is an oriented properly embedded surface with connected boundary, then S induces a
well-defined grading on the sutured monopole Floer homology SHMpM,γq.
To construct the grading, Li first constructed a closed surface out of S, and the rest
of the construction is straightforward. To construct the closed surface, he abstractly did
the following: first he glued strips to S along the intersection points of S X γ, and then
he assigned signs ˘ to each boundary components of the new surface in a fixed manner.
If there was an equal number of positive boundary and negative boundary components,
then he glued them in pairs and thus obtained a closed surface.
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This construction is the prototype of the balanced pairings we will discuss in the
current paper. There are many different ways to glue the strips to S, and for a fixed
S Ă M , one balanced pairing corresponds to a way to attach strips and thus a way to
construct the grading on SHMpM,γq. So in order to prove the well-definedness of the
grading associated to S, Li introduced the cut-and-glue operation to relate two balanced
pairings.
Proposition 1.2 (Li, [4]). If two balanced pairings are connected by a (finite) sequence
of cut-and-glue operations, then they will result in the same grading on SHMpM,γq.
In order to make the grading associated to S well defined, Li only used a special class
of balanced pairings to construct the closed surface, rather an arbitrary one; however,
we prove one of his conjectures with the following theorem:
Theorem 1.3. For a surface with connected boundary, any two balanced pairings are
connected by a sequence of cut-and-glue operations.
Another important thing to notice is that Proposition 1.1 requires that S has con-
nected boundary. Clearly a general properly embedded surface S Ă M can have more
boundary components, so we also want to remove this extra condition to make the
construction applicable to the general case. The definition of balanced pairings can
be generalized naturally to the case where S has multiple boundary components and
Proposition 1.2 still holds. As another main result of the paper, we prove the following:
Proposition 1.4. For any fixed surface, any two balanced pairings are connected by a
sequence of cut-and-glue operations.
Corollary 1.5. Suppose pM,γq is a balanced sutured manifold and S ĂM is an oriented
properly embedded surface. Then S induces a well-defined grading on SHMpM,γq.
In 2018, Li [3] used the grading to help compute the sutured monopole Floer homol-
ogy of sutured solid torus as well as constructing minus versions of knot Floer homology.
Hence we believe that Corollary 1.5 could potentially be used to do more computations
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in monopole Floer homology and to construct minus versions for links in addition to
knots (where Seifert surfaces of links might have more boundary components).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce basic definitions about
our surfaces and show pictorially how we interpret the topological problem as a combi-
natorial one. In Section 3, we define a new invariant known as signature, which has not
been defined previously, and prove its value does not change under a certain operation.
In Section 4, we consider the case of balanced pairings where the signature is 0, and
prove Theorem 1.3. We then extend this result in Section 5 to prove Proposition 1.4,
which then implies Corollary 1.5 by applying Proposition 1.2.
In Section 6, we summarize our results and provide possibilities for future research
in this field of combinatorics.
Throughout this paper, we use color in figures to identify certain features of them
more easily. However, the explanations that we provide can still be understood even if
the figures are viewed in black and white.
2 Preliminaries
We will start with some necessary definitions.
We begin by considering the boundary S1 of a disk D. Regard S1 as the unit circle
on the complex plane C, and let the points p1, p2, . . . , p2n be on S1 such that pk is the
point e2kpii{n. In addition, we require n to be odd. We have 2n arcs on the boundary S1
which are separated by vertices p1, ..., p2n. We assign ` and ´ to each arc alternately,
where we arbitrarily require that the arc between p1 and p2 is positive. Then, it follows
that the arc between p2 and p3 is negative, the arc between p3 and p4 is positive, and so
on. We call these arcs either plus-arcs or minus-arcs according to the sign. An example
of this where n “ 3 is shown by Figure 1.
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Figure 1: An example of the vertices on the disk.
We attach n strips S1, ..., Sn onto the disk D along the vertices. Each strip is topo-
logically an r´ε, εs ˆ r´1, 1s. For each i “ 1, ..., n, we pick two vertices pji , pki so that
ji and ki are of different parity, and glue the strip Si to D via an embedding
ρi : r´ε, εs ˆ t˘1u Ñ S1 “ BD.
The embedding ρi should satisfy the following restrictions:
(1). We shall require that ρpt0u ˆ t´1uq “ pji .
(2). We shall require that ρpt0u ˆ t1uq “ pki .
(3). We shall require that ρpt´εuˆt˘1uq lie in minus-arcs on S1 while ρpt`εuˆt˘1uq
lie in plus-arcs on S1.
We shall require that the n strips are all attached along disjoint vertices.
Notation 2.1. For later convenience, if a strip is identified with Si “ r´ε, εs ˆ r´1, 1s,
we write B´Si “ t´εu ˆ r´1, 1s and write B`Si “ t´εu ˆ r´1, 1s.
Let D˜ “ D Y S1 Y ... Y Sn. Then, recall that χpDq “ 1 (here χ refers to the Euler
characteristic). It is well known that adding a strip to a surface decreases its Euler
characteristic by 1, so after adding the n strips S1, S2, . . . , Sn, we get χpD˜q “ 1´ n.
Lemma 2.2. The number of boundary components of D˜ is even.
5
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Proof. Suppose D˜ has d boundary components. Then we get gpD˜q “ n`1´d2 , where gpD˜q
is the genus of D˜. Since n is odd and the genus is always an integer, we get that d is
even.
Definition 2.3. A pairing is a set of n couples tpi1, j1q, ..., pin, jnqu, so that
(1). For k “ 1, ..., n, ik ” jk ` 1 pmod 2q.
(2). We have ti1, j1, ..., in, jnu “ t1, 2, ..., 2nu.
Here n is an odd positive integer and is called the size of the pairing. We use Pn to
denote a pairing of size n, and use Πn to denote the set of all pairings of size n. When
n is clear, we might write just P and Π.
A pairing P gives us a unique way to attach n strips to the disk D and we call the
resulting surface D˜P . See Figure 2 for an example of D˜P when n “ 3.
Figure 2: Example of DP embedded in C for n “ 3.
Definition 2.4. A boundary component α of D˜P is called positive if αXD consists of
only plus-arcs. It is called negative if αXD consists of only minus-arcs.
Remark 2.5. Note that we never have a boundary component of D˜P with both plus-
arcs and minus-arcs because of the way we attach the strips to the disk D. This is why
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requirement (1) in Definition 2.3 exists.
3 Signature
Recall that we have a disk D with 2n vertices. If P is a pairing then we can attach n
strips to D to get a surface D˜P .
Definition 3.1. The signature of a pairing P, which we denote by σpPq, is the difference
of the number of positive boundary components on D˜P and the number of negative
boundary components on D˜P .
Remark 3.2. Since the total number of boundary components of D˜ is even by Lemma
2.2, the number of positive and negative boundary components must have the same
parity. This means that the signature is always an even integer.
Definition 3.3. A pairing P is balanced if σpPq “ 0.
Lemma 3.4. Let Ps be the pairing
Ps “ tp1, n` 1q, p2, n` 2q, ..., pn, 2nqu,
Then Ps is balanced for any n. In particular, Ps always has exactly one positive boundary
and exactly one negative boundary.
Proof. Note that since n is odd, k and n ` k always have opposite parity as required.
Begin at the number 1 and go along the plus-arc to vertex 2. Then 2 is connected to
n ` 2, and then you go to n ` 3, and then to 3, and then to 4 and then to n ` 4 etc,
going around the circle until you reach the number n` 1. At this point you go back to
1 and this is the only positive boundary as it includes all the vertices on the circle. The
negative boundary is analogous. We also note that due to the rotational symmetry of
Ps, it is independent of which vertex we label as p1.
Example 3.5. Figure 3 shows Ps for n “ 3.
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Figure 3: DP has one positive boundary and one negative boundary.
Definition 3.6. Suppose n is a fixed odd integer and i, j are integers so that 1 ď i, j ď
2n. Then we define a function
τi : t1, ..., 2nu Ñ t1, ..., 2nu
as follows: if i ď j, then we let τipjq “ j ´ i ` 1, and if i ą j, then we let τipjq “
2n´ pi´ jq ` 1.
Remark 3.7. The τ function allows us to effectively renumber the vertices on the disk
beginning with relabeling i as 1. This allows us to understand the order of the numbers
with respect to a specific number i.
Definition 3.8. For a fixed pairing P, suppose we have pi, pj , pk, pl on the surface of
the disk where pi is connected to pk by a strip and pj is connected to pl by another strip.
If we have
τipjq ă τipkq ă τiplq, (1)
then P is called non-planar. If for any pi, pj , pk, pl where pi is connected to pk and pj is
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connected to pl the inequality (1) is not true, then P is a planar pairing.
Remark 3.9. A more geometric explanation of whether a pairing is planar:
The strips “overlap” in the geometrical 2-dimensional embedding shown in Figure 4,
so this pairing is nonplanar.
Figure 4: Ps as defined in Definition 3.4 is nonplanar.
Definition 3.10. Suppose P is a pairing and that with respect to this pairing P, vertices
pe1 and po1 are connected by a strip S1, and vertices pe2 and po2 are connected by a
strip S2. Here the ei are even and the oi are odd. If the four arcs B˘S1 and B˘S2
are on either exactly 2 or 4 distinct boundary components of D˜P , then we can form a
new pairing P 1 by connecting e1 and o2 together with a strip and connecting e2 and o1
together with a strip while leaving the other pairs unchanged. We call this process a
cut-and-glue operation.
If the four arcs are on exactly 3 distinct boundary components of D˜P , then no such
cut-and-glue operation is allowed.
A more geometric interpretation of the cut-and-glue operation is as follows. Suppose
for i “ 1, 2, the strip Si is parameterized by Si “ r´ε, εs ˆ r´1, 1si, and is glued to the
9
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disk D via
ρi : r´ε, εs ˆ t˘1u Ñ BD.
We shall require that ρipt0u ˆ t´1uq “ pei and ρipt0u ˆ t1uq “ poi . The cut-and-
glue operation corresponds to replacing S1 and S2 by the new strips S
1
1 and S
1
2 as
follows: we can cut Si “ r´ε, εs ˆ r´1, 1si open along the arc r´ε, εs ˆ t0ui, and let
Si,´ “ r´ε, εs ˆ r´1, 0si and Si,` “ r´ε, εs ˆ r0, 1si. Then we reglue S1,´ to S2,` along
the identity on r´ε, εs ˆ t0u, and reglue S1,` to S2,´ along the identity on r´ε, εs ˆ t0u.
Proposition 3.11. A cut-and-glue operation on a pairing does not change its signature.
Proof. Suppose the cut-and-glue operation involves four vertices and two strips S1, S2
as in Definition 3.10. Then we have two cases.
Case 1: The four arcs are in two separate boundary components β` and β´. Note
β` contains only plus-arcs and β´ contains only minus-arcs as in Definition 2.4.
We can represent β` by b1b2b3 . . . bk, where the bi denote either a plus-arc or B`Si for
some strip Si. Similarly, β´ can be represented by c1c2c3 . . . cl where the ci are analogous
to the bi. Suppose bp “ B`S1 and bq “ B`S2, similarly assume cr “ B´S1 and cs “ B´S2.
Let us also assume that p ă q and r ă s. Recall that in the cut-and-glue operation, we
cut S1 and S2 in the middle and thus bp, bq, cr and cs are cut into eight pieces bp,˘, bq,˘
cr,˘ and cs,˘.
After the re-gluing, the arcs are re-grouped as bp,`bq,´ bq,`bp,´, cr,`cs,´ and cs,`cr,´.
Then we get two positive boundaries:
b1b2 . . . bp´1pbp,`bq,´qbq`1 . . . bk, bp`2 . . . bq´1pbq,`bp,´bp`1q.
Similarly, we get two negative boundaries:
c1c2 . . . cs´1pcs,´cr`qcr`1 . . . cl, cs`2 . . . cr,´cs,`cs`1.
Thus the number of positive boundaries and the number of negative boundaries both
increase by 1, so the signature remains the same.
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Case 2: The four arcs are in four separate boundary components.
This case is the reverse process of Case 1, so the number of positive boundaries and
the number of negative boundaries both decrease by 1. The signature remains the same
in both cases as desired.
4 Balanced Pairings
Recall from Definition 3.3 that a balanced pairing is a pairing P such that σpP q “ 0. In
this section, we prove the following theorem by induction:
Theorem 4.1. For a fixed odd integer n, all balanced pairings of size n are connected.
To prove this theorem, we begin with the base case n “ 3, which will be dealt with in
Example 4.2 below. Then, we use strong induction on n, half of the number of vertices,
assuming that all smaller odd values of n satisfy Theorem 4.1. We divide the proof into
two cases: planar and nonplanar pairings. After statements 4.2 through 4.13, we return
to the proof of Theorem 4.1 by using the pairing Pn to construct DPn . We then prove
Theorem 4.1 for our odd n, completing the strong inductive argument.
Example 4.2. Suppose n “ 3. Then we have 6 vertices on the boundary of the disk,
so points of opposite parity can be paired in 3! “ 6 ways as below:
I. (1, 2), (3, 4), (5, 6). Signature = 2.
II. (1, 2), (3, 6), (5, 4). Signature = 0.
III. (1, 4), (3, 2), (5, 6). Signature = 0.
IV. (1, 4), (3, 6), (5, 2). Signature = 0.
V. (1, 6), (3, 2), (5, 4). Signature = ´2.
VI. (1, 6), (3, 4), (5, 2). Signature = 0.
Clearly there are four balanced pairings: II, III, IV, VI.
For pairing II, if we perform a cut-and-glue operation on the two pairs p1, 2q and
p4, 5q then we get pairing IV. For pairing III if we perform a cut-and-glue operation on
11
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the two pairs p2, 3q and p5, 6q, we also get pairing IV. For pairing VI, if we perform a
cut-and-glue operation on the two pairs p1, 6q and p3, 4q we also get pairing IV. Thus all
of the balanced pairings are connected to pairing IV, and therefore to each other.
Example 4.3. The argument that II, III, VI are all connected can be generalized.
Suppose pi, aq, pj, bq, pk, cq P P so that in the sequence ti, j, k, c, b, au, adjacent indices
will be of different parity. Then P is connected to two other pairings P 1 and P2 where
pi, cq, pj, kq, pb, aq P P 1, pi, jq, pk, aq, pb, cq P P2,
and the three pairings P,P 1,P2 coincide elsewhere.
The fact that P is connected to P 1 and P2 occurs because we can do a cut-and-glue
operation to get from one to the other. The coincidence elsewhere refers to the fact that
the size of P is greater than 3, so the other vertices may match up.
Example 4.4. The cases I and V in Example 4.2 can also be generalized as follows.
Suppose a pairing Pn only has one layer. Then |σpPnq| “ n´ 1. In particular, Pn must
be one of two pairings: either the unique pairing with a signature of n´1, or the unique
pairing with a signature of 1´n. In Figure 5 below, we see an example of this for n “ 3:
Figure 5: We have σpP3q “ 2.
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Recall that D is the unit disk on the complex plane C and with 2n vertices
pk “ e k´1n 2pii.
Suppose P “ tpi1, j1q, ..., pin, jnqu is a planar pairing, then on C we can attach n
strips S1, ..., Sn to D so that Sl is attached along pil and pjl . Pick an arc αl P Sl such
that Bαl “ tPil , Pjlu and we can orient αl arbitrarily. We will call αl layers. Consider
2n rays from the origin of C: for l “ 1, ..., 2n, let
Rl “ tz|z “ r ¨ e 2l´14n 2pii for some r P r0,8qu.
Also give Rl an arbitrary orientation.
In Figure 6, we see visually why the pairing depicted has 3 layers.
Figure 6: This pairing P9 has three layers. For simplicity, each arc denotes an entire
strip.
Definition 4.5. Under the above setting, for each l with 1 ď l ď 2n, we define
xl “
2nÿ
l“1
|Rl ¨ αl|.
Here | | is the absolute value and ¨ means the signed intersection of two curves.
13
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Also we define
cpPq “
nÿ
l“1
xlpPq.
Here cpPq measures to some extent the complexity of the pairing P.
Remark 4.6. The definition of xl and c does not only depend on the balanced pairing
but also how DP is embedded into C. However, the different ways of embedding do not
make a difference in our argument.
Lemma 4.7. Suppose we have a pairing
P “ tpi1, j1q, ..., pin, jnqu.
If some xlpPq ě 3, then we can apply two cut-and-glue operations (as in Example 4.3)
to get a new pairing P 1 where cpP 1q ă cpPq and xlpP 1q ă xlpPq.
Proof. Consider the outermost three layers of DP that intersect Rl. Without loss of
generality, we can assume that they are α1, α2 and α3. Note i1 and i2 must be of
different parity or there must be an odd number of vertices in between α1 and α2. If this
is the case, then at least one of the vertices must connect to another vertex to form the
second outermost layer, contradicting the assumption that we begin by considering the
outermost three layers of DP . Similarly i2 and i3 must be of different parity. So we can
apply two cut-and-glue operations as in Example 4.3 and it is straightforward to check
that the new pairing P 1 satisfies the requirement of the lemma.
Corollary 4.8. Given any planar balanced pairing P, we can find another planar bal-
anced pairing P 1, so that P and P 1 are connected and we have xlpP 1q ď 2 for all l.
Proof. It is a fact that cpPq ą n because there are n strips in total and each strip
increases the sum of the xl by at least 1.
By Lemma 4.7, we can decrease cpPq whenever xlpPq ě 3 for some l. However, we
must always have cpPq ě n so we cannot decrease it forever, and thus this decreasing
process will stop when xlpP 1q ď 2 for all l.
14
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For the following lemma, we recall Definition 2.3, where we defined Πn.
Lemma 4.9. Suppose a balanced pairing Pn has two pairs pi, i`1q and pn` i, n` i`1q.
Then Pn is connected to all other balanced pairings of size n which also contain these
two pairs.
Figure 7: The basic idea is that we remove the positive and negative boundary compo-
nents whenever we have a pair as in the figure above, allowing us to use induction.
Proof. We form a new pairing Pn´2 by removing the pairs pi, i ` 1q, pn ` i, n ` i ` 1q
from Pn and leaving all other pairs unchanged. Since σpPnq “ σpPn´2q “ 0, we know
from the inductive hypothesis that Pn´2 is connected to all other balanced pairings of
size n ´ 2. There is a bijection between each of the balanced pairings of size n ´ 2 and
balanced pairings of size n with the pairs pi, i` 1q, pn` i, n` i` 1q.
After removing these two pairs, we form Ps of size n´ 2 and then add the two pairs
back. After we do a cut-and-glue operation on the pairs pi, i ` 1q, pn ` i, n ` i ` 1q we
get Ps of size n, as defined in Lemma 3.4. Therefore, all balanced pairings of size n that
contain pairs of the form pi, i` 1q and pn` i, n` i` 1q are connected to Ps of size n, so
they are all connected to each other.
Corollary 4.10. Suppose we have a pairing Pn P Πn which has two pairs pi, i`1q, pj, j`
1q where i, j have different parity. Then this pairing is connected to Ps of size n.
15
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Proof. Note that Ps is rotation invariant so we can relabel the vertices so that i “ k` 1
where n “ 2k ` 1. If j “ n` k ` 1, then we are done by Lemma 4.9.
If j ‰ k ` n ` 1, then the assumption is that i, j are not the same parity so j and
k ` n` 1 are in the same parity as n is odd. Since we have the freedom to choose any
balanced pairing Pn´2 that we would like, we can choose one that has a strip which
connects n`k`1 to n`k`2. We know that the inner boundary component created by
this strip will have the same sign as that created by the strip connecting pj to pj`1, and
therefore the opposite sign from the boundary component created by the strip connecting
pi and pi`1. Then, we can replace j by k ` n` 1 and we are done by Lemma 4.9.
These allow us to prove the following theorem:
Theorem 4.11. For a fixed n, all balanced planar pairings of size n are connected.
Proof. Suppose Pn P Πn is any planar balanced pairing of size n.
Case 1: There exist integers i, j where 1 ď i ă j ď 2n which satisfy the conditions
of Corollary 4.10. Then we are done by that corollary.
Case 2: If pi, i` 1q, pj, j ` 1q P Pn, then i ” j pmod 2q.
Corollary 4.8 implies that we can assume xlpPnq ď 2 for all l satisfying 1 ď l ď 2n.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that p1, 2pq P Pn, where p ‰ 1, n. (If n ą 1
and all of the pairs in Pn are of the form pi, i ` 1q, then Pn cannot be balanced, see
Example 4.4.)
Then we claim the following things:
(1). We have p2p´ 2, 2p´ 1q P Pn.
(2). There exists a q so that q ‰ p` 1 and p2p` 1, 2qq P Pn.
(3). We have p2p` 2, 2p` 3q P Pn.
To prove the claim, (1) follows from the fact that x2p´2pPnq ď 2, where x2p´2
is defined in Definition 4.5. If (2) is not true, then p2p ` 1, 2p ` 2q P Pn, but then
2p´ 2 ı 2p` 1 mod 2 and this violates the assumption of case 2. Similarly (3) follows
from the fact that x2p`2pPq ď 2.
16
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Then we apply two cut and paste as in Example 4.3. We know that Pn is connected
to another planar balanced pairing P 1n where p1, 2qq, p2p´2, 2p`1q, p2p`2, 2p`3q P P 1n.
Then we can apply Corollary 4.10 and finish the proof.
Remark 4.12. While so far we have only been working on a disk, we never used any
property of the disk other than that it is a surface with exactly one boundary. Therefore,
all of our above results for disks are also true for any surface with connected boundary.
Lemma 4.13. All balanced pairings of size n, including nonplanar ones, are connected
for n “ 5, 7.
Proof. This follows from directly checking all 68 balanced pairings when n “ 5 and all
2588 balanced pairings when n “ 7 with a computer program.
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 4.1, which states that all balanced pairings,
including nonplanar ones, for a fixed n are connected.
Proof. We know that all balanced, planar pairings are connected from Theorem 4.11.
We claim that all balanced nonplanar pairings can be transformed into planar pairings
and will prove this by strong induction. The base case n “ 3 is addressed in Example
4.2. For n ą 3 and n odd, we proceed as follows.
Suppose we have a general nonplanar pairing Pn. By assumption, since the pairing
is nonplanar, there exist two strips Si and Sj on the circle which intersect each other in
the geometric embedding into C. Then the union of the disk and these two strips forms
a surface with connected boundary as shown in Figure 8. On this connected boundary,
the pairing Pn naturally induces a pairing of size n´ 2 once we remove the four vertices
connected by Si, Sj .
17
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Figure 8: This is a surface with one boundary.
As shown in Figure 8, we have four regions A, B, C, D that are separated by the
vertices which are the boundaries of the two strips Si, Sj . Suppose one of these regions
has 5 vertices. Then, since we have the freedom to choose any balanced pairing Pn´2,
we pick one where two arcs as in Corollary 4.10 are in the region with 5 vertices.
Now consider if there are 4 vertices in region A and 2 vertices in regions B, C, D.
Suppose we then add one more vertex. If we add it to region A, we have 5 vertices in
one region, so we are done by the argument above. Otherwise, we can choose one of the
pairs in A along with one of the pairs in either B or D and apply Corollary 4.10.
For this to happen, there must be 4` 4` 2` 2` 4` 1 “ 17 vertices total, implying
that n ě 9. Combining this with Example 4.2 and Lemma 4.13, we get the result for all
odd integers n.
5 Surfaces with Multiple Boundary Components
We now extend the results of Section 4 to surfaces with more than one boundary com-
ponent. As before, we require that each boundary component has an even number of
vertices and the endpoints of any strip are vertices whose indices are of opposite parity.
Unlike in Section 4, we can now join vertices with strips that are on separate boundary
components.
18
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We first deal with 2 boundary components, and then we generalize to any number
of boundary components through a strong inductive argument and by noting that the
strips can be thought of as part of the surface as we saw in Figure 8.
Notation 5.1. We use S to denote our surface with multiple boundary components,
and we say that BS “ C1YC2Y . . .YCs, where the Ci denote the boundary components
of S.
Notation 5.2. Analogously to Section 3, we give S an orientation which induces an
orientation on BS as well. Each boundary component Ci defined in Notation 5.1 has
vertices p2ni´1`1, . . . p2ni . For all of these boundary components, we assign the minor arc
from a vertex of odd index to a vertex of even index (according to the orientation of BS)
to be positive.
Remark 5.3. We require that there are an even number of vertices on each boundary
components and this actually follows from the fact that if pM,γq is a balanced sutured
manifold as introduced in the introduction and S is a properly embedded surfaces in M ,
then any boundary component of S intersects the suture γ an even number of times.
Lemma 5.4. For a balanced pairing to exist, we must have s`n1`. . .`ns ” 0 pmod 2q.
Proof. The original surface S has s boundary components and n1`n2` . . .`ns pairs of
vertices, where each pair is connected by exactly one strip. Then χpSq “ 2´ 2gpSq ´ s.
After we attach all of the strips, we get the new surface S1 which has b boundary
components. In order to have a balanced pairing, we require b to be even. Therefore,
we have χpS1q “ 2 ´ 2gpS1q ´ b “ 2 ´ 2gpSq ´ ps ` n1 ` n2 ` . . . ` nsq. It follows that
s` n1 ` . . .` ns ” 0 pmod 2q.
Lemma 5.5. Suppose we have a surface S with 2 boundary components. Then the
number of strips between the 2 boundary components is even. Further, for each of the
boundary components, the number of vertices with odd index and the number of vertices
with even index connected by a strip to the other boundary component are the same.
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Proof. Suppose by contradiction that there are an odd number of strips between the
two boundary components. Then, that leaves an odd number of vertices on each of the
boundary components to be joined in pairs by strips, which is impossible.
Now suppose that the number of vertices with odd index and the number of vertices
with even index connected by a strip to the other boundary component are not the same.
Then consider the strips connecting the vertices on that specific boundary component.
Since the number of vertices of odd and even index are different, it is impossible to pair
all of the vertices with strips that connect vertices with odd indices to vertices with even
indices.
Lemma 5.6. For a surface S with exactly two boundary components, any two balanced
pairings are connected.
Proof. Suppose Pn is a balanced pairing of size n “ n1` n2. Without loss of generality,
we let n2 “ n1 ` 2k, where k ě 0. We prove in three steps that Pn can be connected to
a modeled balanced pairing and hence any two balanced pairings are connected through
the modeled one.
Step 1. If C1, C2 are separate boundary components without any strips between
them, we can do a cut-and-glue operation on one strip on C1 and another strip on C2 to
get two strips between C1 and C2. Then we can relabel the vertices on C1, C2 to assume
that p1 is connected to p2n1`2. We call the strip connecting these two vertices S1.
Step 2. Let S1 “ S Y S1. Then S1 has connected boundary as shown in Figure 9:
Figure 9: The boundary of S1 is connected.
Therefore, we can apply Theorem 4.1 to get that all balanced pairings on S1 are
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connected. For this reason, we can say that our original pairing Pn is connected to a
new pairing P 1n where the following holds:
1. The vertex p1 is connected to p2n1`2 with the strip S1 and the vertex p2 is
connected to p4n1`2k`1 with the strip S2.
2. All other vertices pi are connected to pi`1.
In Figure 10, we show an example of P 1n, which in general satisfies the same addition
relation as in this figure.
Figure 10: Note that there are 4 red strips on the left circle, 1 blue strip on the left
side of the right circle, and 5 black strips on the right side of the right circle. We have
4` 1 “ 5.
By a direct computation, we have that P 1n is balanced.
Then, we can perform a cut-and-glue operation along S1 and S2 to separate C1 and
C2. Thus Pn is connected to P2n “ Pn1 \ Pn2 , which means that P2n splits into two
separate parings Pn1 and Pn2 of size n1 and n2 respectively.
Step 3. Note that σpPn1q “ n ´ 1, so Pn´1 is unique by the same argument as in
Example 4.4. However, Pn2 is not unique because of the other possibilities that exist
due to the relabeling in Step 1. To address this, we use two cut-and-glue operations as
in Example 4.2, which results in a rotation of Pn2 . This exactly resolves the ambiguity
due to the relabeling. So we are done.
Theorem 5.7. For a fixed surface S, all balanced pairings are connected.
Proof. We prove this theorem by strong induction on the number of boundary compo-
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nents of S. Say
BS “ C1 Y ...Y Cs.
We have already addressed the base cases where s “ 1 and s “ 2. Now we will assume
the hypothesis holds for all positive integers up to s and prove it for s` 1. Suppose Pn
is a balanced pairing of size n.
Note each boundary component Ci has 2ni vertices. We have two cases: either at
least one of the ni is odd or all of the ni are even.
Case 1: At least one of the ni is odd. Without loss of generality, let us assume that
n1 “ 2k ` 1.
As in the proof of Lemma 5.6, we can assume that C1 is connected to at least one
of the other boundary components. After relabeling, we can assume that the vertex p1
is connected to p2n1`2 on C2 via a strip S1. As in the proof of Lemma 5.6, we can look
at S Y S1 which has s ´ 1 many boundary components and the inductive hypothesis
applies. As a result we can assume that Pn is connected to P 1n where on C1, P 1n has the
following form:
(1). pi is connected to pi`1 unless i “ 1 or i “ 2k ` 2.
(2). p1 is connected to p2n1`2 via the strip S1 and p2k`2 is connected to p2n1`1 via
the strip S2.
Then, we can perform a cut-and-glue operation along S1 and S2 to isolate Ci from the
other boundary components. Then the strips connected to Ci are of the form depicted
below:
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Figure 11: The number of red strips on the left side equals the number of blue strips on
the right side.
Therefore, σpCiq “ 0, so we are done by strong induction.
Case 2: All of the ni are even.
As before, we can view two boundary components connected by a strip as a surface
with connected boundary. Then the number of vertices on this new boundary component
is congruent to 2 mod 4, so we are done by Case 1 and Lemma 5.6.
This gives us Proposition 1.4, which proves Corollary 1.5.
6 Conclusion
6.1 Summary
With Proposition 3.11, we proved that the signature of a pairing is invariant with regards
to cut-and-glue operations. We then proved the other direction for balanced pairings in
Theorem 4.1. Through induction, we extended this result to pairings on surfaces with
any number of boundary components in the proof of Theorem 5.7. We then applied this
result to topological theory to get Corollary 1.5.
6.2 Future Directions of Study
Our work to prove Theorem 4.1 leads us to believe the following conjecture is true:
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Conjecture 6.1. All pairings that have a fixed signature on a surface with connected
boundary are connected.
Just as we generalized Theorem 4.1 to Theorem 5.7, one could consider the general-
ization of conjecture 6.1:
Conjecture 6.2. All pairings that have a fixed signature on a surface with any number
of boundary components are connected.
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